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Abstract: 

Traffic problem is serious and stature problem of mankind. Traffic problem result time-waste and cause the increase in pollution 
level. If this problem will continue than world atmosphere will be at major risk. For the improvement of the traffic problem 

different type of edge detection technique are used. One of the problems in the edge detection technique is the removal of noise 

and robustness from the image during processing. In this paper we use iterative enhancement wavelet transformation with the 

edge detection technique (canny) for keeping the false detection of image minimum. The objective of this technique is to improve 

the traffic problem and the detection of emergency vehicle. 
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I. Introduction 
In recent years, we are facing a problem of traffic congestion 
which become very serious. It is due to increase in population 

which leads to increase in the number of vehicle. This 

problem arise due to use of old technology for making roads 

infrastructure and used the traditional method for controlling 

the traffic. Traffic problem occur when number of vehicle are 

demanding greater space then the availability of road capacity. 

According to WHO, [3] Road traffic accidents have an 

estimate of 1.25 million deaths worldwide in year 2010. That 

is for every 25 second one man is killed due to road accident. 

28 countries address 447 million people 7 percent of world 

population are died due to 5 risk factor of   the   road   
accident like speed, child restraints, drink-drive, and helmet. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Projected number of deaths in India [8] 
 

Human eye is one of the factor behind the vision for the driver 

which is also the important factor of the road accident which 

cause the heavy deaths which ultimately cause the traffic. 

According to Editor of The Hindu Jacob Koshy, In India the 

drivers are having problem of blindness, Eighty percent of 
road accident are due to fault of drivers. Nearly 2 lakh people 

are died in road accidents due to poor vision of the driver. 

This is due to faulty eyes of the driver, road conditions and 

bad light on the road. 

For the improvement of traffic system the new technology 

image processing is use which is way more better that the 

traditional one. In this process we use camera on traffic light 

poles car for capturing the image of the road and vehicle so 

that signal can be given to the driver from an intelligent 

system, so that he can change the route or after having 

different option of time saving routes for his journey form his 
source and destination. For this various type of technologies 

are used. In  my review paper  titled “Image and Video 

Processing Edge Detection Technique used for Traffic Control 

Problem”  [9], a study have been made for finding out the best 

technology use for image processing and we found out that 

‘Canny’ is the best technology for the image processing. So, 

in this paper we will use the Iterative enhancement wavelet 

transformation used with canny to improve the result of canny 

processing which is mainly removing the noise from the 

captured image during the processing and have better result of 

all time. The image captured from camera are send to the 

driver after processing so that driver get the knowledge of the 
route and opt the best route and reaches the destination within 

less time. This system also helpful in case of emergency 

vehicle, In this case the sensor and the camera on the pole 

capture the image of emergency vehicle like ambulance and 

check the intensity of the red beacon so that after processing it 

will provide the best route to the ambulance driver so that he 

can reach the hospital fast & easy and save the life of patient. 

In this paper we will increase the efficiency of the canny edge 
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detection technique so that we can improve the edge detection 
process. 

 

II. Literature Review 

In this section, previously proposed techniques used for 

improving image processing techniques and different edge 

base methods. 

According to Sajjad einy “Object detecting using PCA image 

reconstruction and Optical flow” [2], in this author use two 

type of process PCA reconstruction for classification the area 

and Optical flow-based tracking of feature points. He use this 

for set the feature point during feature tracking and also 
restoration of missing points which occur in every noisy 

environment. He used image reconstruction wit PCA 

classification using reconstruction feature extraction by 

cluster optical flow based technique feature point and used 

motion- based object detection for this he used feature 

extraction, feature point prediction   and combined after doing 

this he come to an conclusion that after using PCA 

reconstruction algorithm have better result in related to the 

area like intensity and edge image. 

According to Jeongho Shina , Sangjin Kima , Sangkyu Kangb 

, Seong-Won Leec , Joonki Paika, Besma Abidid , Mongi 
Abidid “Optical flow-based real-time object tracking using 

non-prior training active feature model” [3], in this he use the 

algorithm for object tracking using optical flow under non-

prior training (NPT) and active feature model (AFM). In this 

they used both the NTP-AFM which have a major 

contribution. In this proposed tracking procedure can be 

divided into three steps: (i) localization of an object-of-

interest, (ii) prediction and correction of the object’s position 

by utilizing spatio-temporal information, and (iii) restoration 

of occlusion using NPTAFM these are used for tracking the 

motion and feature point of the moving vehicle at the same 

time. For this he used feature based tracking, optical flow-
based tracking in this he use Motionbased object detection, 

Feature point extraction, Feature point prediction and 

correction and Restoration of occlusion using NPT-AFM in 

this he use Landmark point assignment using feature point, 

Principal component analysis, Feature model fitting, 

Reconstruction of feature model and occlusion handling, 

Selection of parameters for NPT-AFM, for getting result he 

use different type of process  first he used Tracking rigid 

objects then tracking deformable objects after tracking object 

he used NPT-AFM-based occlusion handling and the make 

Comparison between the proposed NPT-AFM-based tracking 
and the shape-based tracking and finally perform the analysis 

of the proposed algorithm under noisy or low contrast 

environment. After getting result he come to conclude that 

MTP-AFM remove the off-line process for priority training 

set. Training set are used for occluded situation. In this he 

says that proposed can track both rigid and deformable object 

under various condition. 

According to Joko Hariyono, Van-Dung Hoang, and Kang-

Hyun Jo, “Moving Object Localization Using Optical Flow 

for Pedestrian Detection from a Moving Vehicle” [4], in they 

present the  prediction detection method for a moving vehicle 

using optical flow and histogram of oriented gradients (HOG). 
They proposed method was tested in a moving vehicle and 

also confirmed through experiments using pedestrian dataset. 

It shows a significant improvement compared with original 

HOG using ETHZ pedestrian dataset and also the 
improvement. They proposed that it can be perform on the 

moving object and confirm the position of the object by 

prediction data set and also compare the result with the 

original HOG and ETHZ prediction dataset. For this he detect 

the moving object by using Ego motion Compensated in this 

the frame difference represents all motions caused by camera 

ego motion and moving object in the scene after that he used 

Moving Object Localization in this Each pixel output from 

frame difference using ego motion compensated cannot show 

clearly as silhouette. After getting result then he extract the 

feature by using HOG Features, in this HOG features is 
extract from 16 × 16 local regions then he use Linear SVM 

Classifier in this the HOG features are extracted from all 

locations of a dense grid and the combined features are 

classified using linear support vector machine (SVM). HOG 

shows significantly outperformed existing feature sets for 

human detection. This work also used the linear SVM to 

perform work in various data classification tasks. After 

performing the algorithm he concludes that for recognized the 

object HOG feature is extracted on candidate region and 

classified by liner sum. So he proposed the algorithm to get 

the better result the original HOG and also reduced the 
computational report. 

According to E. MENDI, M. MILANOVA “Objective Video 

Quality Assessment for Tracking Moving Objects from Video 

Sequences” [5], in this he proposed metric particularly 

considers the moving objects in video sequences as visually 

important content. Foreground masks are produced by 

background subtraction based an approximate median filter 

and existing metrics can be modified by the weighting factors 

of the foreground masks. For this he use the most reliable way 

to measure of Video quality based on subjective evaluation by 

orienting on human visual system (HVS). Subjective 

measures are determined by Mean Opinion Score (MOS) 
which relies on human perception. On the other hand, 

objective metrics are also very valuable to make meaningful 

quality evaluations which are based on mathematical 

measurements and don’t need human for observation, for this 

he use the MSE which is widely used as it is parameter free, 

computationally simple and mathematically convenient in the 

context of optimization and represents image energy measure 

that energy which  is preserved after any orthogonal linear 

transformation, such as the Fourier transform but MSE is not 

the successful way for capturing the video quality assessment. 

So to overcome we use SSIM. After that we used Weighted 
Objective Quality Metric the importance of a visual event 

should increase with the information content, and decrease 

with the perceptual uncertainty, we incorporated foreground 

mask as weighting function into the MSE and SSIM metrics 

to measure the motion feature of the moving car. After 

applying the algorithm we conclude that after applying the 

MSE and SSIM we get the more realistic result that the 

previous used technique. 

According to Asha, K.Arun Kumar, D. David Neels Pon 

Kumar, “A Real Time Video Object Tracking Using SVM” 

[6], in this they studied present of the vehicle detection in 

aerial surveillance using Dynamic Bayesian Networks. A 
Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) is a Bayesian Network 

which relates variables to each other over adjacent time steps. 

This method used to estimate the real value of an observed 
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variable that evolves in time. SVM classifier is used to train 
the image samples for the classification. For edge detection 

canny edge detector used. In recent years, the analysis of 

aerial videos taken from aerial vehicle has become an 

important issue. These technologies have a variety of 

applications, such as military, police, and traffic management. 

DBN is used for the node classification. For this he use the 

Background Color Removal in this the color from the image is 

removed because it help on only in removing the false 

detection but also increase the speed of detection. After he use 

the Feature Extraction in this he analysis Local Feature in the 

corner of the image is detected  by the Harris corner detector 
because the corner of the image have more information than 

the whole image and apply moment-preserving thresholding 

method on the classical canny edge detector to select 

thresholds adaptively according to different scenes. After 

detecting he use Color Transform and Color Classification in 

this the color model to separate vehicle colors from 

nonvehicle colors effectively. After detecting the vehicle he 

used DBN in this the pixel wise classification of the vehicle is 

done. After that he compare the result using BM and DBN. 

After applying the different process he conclude that by using 

DBNs for vehicle detection that the pixel- wise classification 
is way more better than the traditional method and it is very 

effective and have fast processing as compare with the 

traditional one. 

According to Dragomir El Mezeni, Mohamed Marouf, Lazar 

Saranovac, “Adaptive wavelet based edge detection in noisy 

images” [7], in this they proposed edge detection algorithm 

based on stationary wavelet transform which can 

automatically adapt to different noise levels.  In this 

robustness of this algorithm was tested for several noise levels 

and compared with canny algorithm in which the parameters 

were adjusted manually for introduced noise level. In this he 

use the different type of edge detection technique for detecting 
the edges of the image like canny and second derivative of a 

Gaussian but this techniques are prone to false detection and 

also for overcome this problem he use different algorithm. In 

adaptive smoothing high pass filtering is used for edge 

detection, image smoothing is important for initial noise 

suppression and connection of broken edges after that 

Wavelet decomposition and scale multiplication is used in this 

image is decomposed into multiple resolution levels using the 

stationary wavelet transform, where analysis filters are up 

sampled through levels instead of down-sampling the resulted 

planes. After this he used Gradient magnitude in which 
second and the third level of wavelet transform with and 

without multiplication with previous level and after that Local 

non-maxima suppression is used in this Edges are centered in 

the local maximums of the gradient magnitude map. Method 

for local non-maximum developed by Canny contains two 

steps. First one is to determine gradient direction at each 

pixel. In the second step only pixels which represents local 

maximum between two neighbors located orthogonally to the 

gradient direction are left in the map and all others are 

discarded. After this we need to label the edges for which 

threshold used for labeling edge points is estimated for each 

level and depends on strength of the noise present in input 
image and finally clearing the false edges from the processed 

image. So after applying the algorithm he conclude that for 

stronger noise higher levels are needed for efficient noise 

suppression. Also if there is no noise good edges can be 
extracted from lower levels (multiplication of the first and 

second) enabling better localization. 

III. Methodology 

Image processing is the technique for getting the information 

from the image for this we use different type of technique like 

we discuss before. Hence here we aim to developing a system 

which can have better result than the traditional one which we 

are using for our traffic control problem. The system have the 

high frequency rate (FR) of accuracy and false acceptance rate 

(FAR) that is less false detection of the edge, so that we have 

the better result. In order to achieve such system are going to 
implement iterative enhancement wavelet transformation. For 

improving the capacity of canny edge detection technique 

from 93.47 % to more [1], we use IEWT for the improvement 

and with this we also use one-level wavelet and two level 

wavelet transformation and combine them to get the better 

result. The main problem is the noise which become the main 

problem of the image processing for getting the better result 

we need to remove the noise form the image. 

In this process the main objective is to overcome the problem 

which we are faced in the previous method like false edge 

detection and noise problem and the efficiency of the edge 
detection method canny is not good enough to get the proper 

detection because in canny the sometime the week edges 

which are not even the edges are also included so we don’t get 

the proper result from this. So to improve this system we 

proposed the new system in which we use method to get the 

proper result in more efficient way.  For this we use the 

Iterative Enhancement wavelet technique (IEWT) for 

removing the noise from the and for getting the better result so 

that false detection can be remove and we can overcome the 

main problem of our research which is traffic problem can be 

solved .   

The goal of this research is to perform the best method of 

wavelet transformation so that the false detection problem can 

be remove and we get the best result.   
Our approaches are as following: 

 

1. Input avi format video: In this we enter the avi format 

video as an input for processing. 

2. Discrete wavelet transformation using harr: In this we are 

getting the adaptive data hiding in the image pixel. 

3. Use two-level discrete wavelet transformation: In this 

two-level passes from the filter to get more accurate value 

of the pixel so that we get the true value pixel to avoid the 

false result 

4. Apply median filter for 2-D position: In this we median 

filtering of the matrix in two dimensions by applying this 
we find the neighborhood which does not have the 

relation with the intensity and color. 

• Input avi video  

• Apply discrete wavelet transformation using Harr 

• Use two-level discrete wavelet transformation  

• Apply median filter for 2-D position  

• Fetch the position of Vehicle   

• Measure the threshold level for various position of 

vehicle  

• Find Root-mean Square error  
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5. Fetch the position of Vehicle: In this this we fetch the 
position of the moving vehicle. 

6. Measure the threshold level for various position of 

vehicle: In this used threshold level for prediction of the 

position of the moving vehicle. 

7. Find Root-mean Square error:  In this we use root-mean 

square value to check weather our prediction is correct or 

not.  

 

IV. Implementations and Findings 

In this section we have details of working of each modules 

with the help of step-by –step description followed by the 
experimental result that are produced by the system. In order 

to achieve the started goal and objectives the system we 

follow an algorithm to get the final result. In this we use first 

take an avi video as the input and take each pixel and apply 

discrete wavelet transformation using harr for getting the 

adaptive data hiding in the image pixel. Then we apply two-

level discreet level transformation and after passing it with the 

filter we get more accurate value of the image pixel. After that 

we apply three-level wavelet transformation than each pixel of 

image after two-level passes from the filter to get more 

accurate value of the pixel so that we get the true value pixel 
to avoid the false result. After that we use optical flow using 

Horn-Schunck method in this we smoothen the image and find 

the inner missing information from the images. Now we use 

median filtering of the matrix in two dimensions by applying 

this we find the neighborhood which does not have the 

relation with the intensity and color after that we used 

morphological operator to count the neighborhood points and 

with help of morphological operator we can extracted the 

information from the image even in the small part. After that 

we use blob analysis for boundary which help us find the 

different property of an boundary of an object in the image 

after processing, after this we fetch the position of the moving 
vehicle then after this we used threshold level for prediction 

of the position of the moving vehicle and at last we use root-

mean square value to check weather our prediction is correct 

or not. 

1. Findings  

 

 
Figure 2: After applying harr transformation 

 

In figure 2, White spot in the image show the adaptive data 

hiding in the image pixel. 

 

 
Figure 3: Iterative model of level 2 

 
In figure 3, represent the result of the iterative level 2 

transformation. 

 
Figure 4: Iterative model of level 3 

 

In figure 4, represent the result of the iterative level 3 

transformation. 

 
Figure 5: Result after combining both 2 and 3 level 

transformation 

 

In figure 5, we have the result of both 2 and 3 level 

transformation after combination.  

 
Figure 6: Iterative Enhancement wavelet transformation 

 

This figure 6, show the result of Iterative Enhancement 
wavelet transformation which is used for having the better 

result in the edge detection technique. 
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In figure 7, we have the detection of the edges by frame by 
frame after the applying the following algorithm and have the 

position graph also which show the exact location of the 

vehicle which is detected below by the dotted horizontal line.

 
Figure 7: Edge detection of moving vehicle and position graph 

 

The green rectangle in below image show the edge of the 

moving vehicle which is detected by the proposed algorithm 

in this each moving car in each frame is detected.   

 

2. Result Analysis  
In this section we analysis the result that we proposed before 

that to improve the efficiency of the canny edge detection by 

using iterative enhancement wavelet model by removing the 

noise and false detection of the edges. By using different 

methods like two-level transformation by passing the image 

from the filter by 2 times in which have 16 cases 0f 4x4 so 

that we can have the best result of edge detection. After that 

we use three-level transformation in which use the image 

which is pass through the two-level transformation for make 

sure that in edge detection we are not counting the false, in 

this each pixel is pass through filer for 16x16 which is 256 

time in this we make sure that we are not counting the week or 
false edged which we are counting in the traditional method 

which is canny.  

In Graph 1, it shows increased efficiency of the of tradition 

method by applying the different algorithm. In this figure 

green line shows the efficiency rate of base which we want to 

increase but the blue line show in graph is the increased 

efficiency which we are proposed before. 

In Graph 2, the position vector get increased for our simulated 

pixel value from video then error rate getting minimum for 

our proposed IEWT technique for an object. In this for the 

predicted X1 and X2 position the observation of the dynamic 
number of frames make number of observation symbol value 

for object should vary with the Simulated X1 and X2 

positions. 

 
Graph 1: Increased in efficiency of proposed work 

 

 
Graph 2: Pixel observation with noise 

 

V. Conclusion   

In this paper we have present an intelligent system to 

overcome the problem Traffic control system by using 

MATLAB software Image Processing tool. The result is 

shown in the Graph 1 and Graph 2 above the method used for 

edge detection with less false detection using Iterative 

Enhancement wavelet transformation (IEWT). By using this 

technique it help to find the edges in mage more accurately 

and with less time and also with less computation cost. In 
future work we can overcome the processing problem is 

related to symbol extraction from number plate image and 

further symbol recognition. This will help in the progress of 

automatic number plate registration and recognition. Also the 

same concept can be used for Traffic Light Control wherein 

the timer of the signal for its corresponding road is 

automatically increased or decreased depending upon the 

traffic density on the particular road facing the camera. Speed 

of vehicles can be detected and eventually it can help the 

traffic management system and the police to get better control 

over the traffic flow of the particular location. Traffic 
Monitoring at night will become simpler as compared to the 

traditional patrol team scanning the roads.    
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